Reduction of density and anisotropic distribution of intermediate filaments occur during avian skeletal myogenesis.
Chicken skeletal muscle taken from embryos in ovo was examined by thin-section electron microscopy. Measurements of filament diameters reveal three nonoverlapping groups of filaments: thin (actin myofibrillar) filaments with mean diameters of 5.3 +/- 0.6 nm (S.D.), thick (myosin myofibrillar) filaments with mean diameters of 15 +/- 1.4 nm, and intermediate filaments with mean diameters of 9.3 +/- 0.9 nm. During muscle development these diameters do not change. By counting the number of filaments observed in the sarcoplasm at different stages, we find that the spatial density of intermediate filaments decreases during avian myogenesis in ovo, from 91 intermediate filaments/micron 2 at 6 days to 43 intermediate filaments/micron 2 at 17 days in ovo. Initially randomly arranged, some intermediate filaments become associated with Z discs, sarcoplasmic reticulum, nuclear membrane, and the sarcolemma between 6 and 10 days in ovo. These associated intermediate filaments course both parallel and transverse to myofibrils, forming lateral connections between myofibrillar Z discs and longitudinal connections from Z disc to Z disc within myofibrils. Intermediate filaments also appear to connect Z discs with the nuclear membrane. The intermediate filament associations persist through day 17 of development, after which the presence of cytoskeletal filaments is obscured by the densely packed myofibrils and membranes. Intermediate filament distribution becomes anisotropic during development. A greater proportion of intermediate filaments in the immediate perimyofibrillar area are oriented parallel to myofibrils than in other areas, so that the majority of the intermediate filaments nearest the myofibrils course parallel to them. The longitudinal intramyofibrillar intermediate filaments persist throughout development, as shown by their existence in KI-extracted adult myofibrils.